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Parliament Is Not The Law
They Have No Power To Take Your
Freedom Away
Britain is illegally detaining citizens after breaking into their homes using the Mental Health Act
Use Article 15 and Article 17 of the United Nations Declaration of Human Rights

Renounce British Citizenship and Form
a Separate State
Lets form a nation which respects these rights:

Unconditional love
The Right To Bare Arms
Freewill - Consent
Where you alone get to dictate what you do with your body
We are not slaves, lets stop treating us as such
No Government has the right to steal the law, to censor the law, or to claim it as their own. No
majority has the right to dictate to another how we may live our lives. No amount of numbers, arms
or flag will ever change that right. We the people have the right to be free. Parliament does not
have the power to overturn that law, or go back on the 1689 bill of rights, the Magna Carta 1297 or
any other document which dictates our rights. They are not the law, They have never been the law,
and they never will be the law again.
Any law which seeks to dictate to the people how they conduct their lives is wrong. its ultra vires and
should be struck out immediately, as we should be preserving freedom instead.
Which is why I Sign up to the Following Documents and Not British Law
European Convention for the Protection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms
The Charter of Fundamental Rights For The European Union
The United Nations Declaration of Human Rights
I will have no part with this fascist totalitarian British regime which continually undermines these
base freedoms, as no man government or religion has the right to take our freedom away

p.s. Je Suis British-European pour Maintenant...

